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The purpose of the alluvial aquifer study was to evaluate the geology,
hydrology, and water quality characteristics of the Ocheyedan-Little Sioux
alluvial system in northwest Iowa. This report presents a compilation of
field and other data collected during the course of the study. It has been
prepared to supplement the report of investigations, Open-File Report No.
86-3.
LOCATION
The Ocheyedan and Little Sioux rivers are located in northwest Iowa.
Figures 1 and 2 show the location of the alluvial systems. The river traverse
terraces that have a complex geologic history. The valleys in which the
streams flow were formed by meltwaters from Wisconsin glaciers. The alluvial
sediments consist of variably thick sands and gravels overlain by soil, silt
and clay. These alluvial deposits lies on a variety of glacial materials of
Wisconsinan age and older.
PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC INFORMATION
Appendix A lists well logs, bridge borings, and sand and gravel pit in
formation. These data were compiled from available well logs on file at the
Geological Survey Bureau and from records of bridge boring in the files of the
Iowa Department of Transportation. Other information was gathered from en
gineering reports of investigations for rural water systems and municipal
ities. Lithologic descriptions in this section reflect interpretations by
many different sources and are not necessarily consistent with Geological
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Figure 1. Location map for the Ocheyedan and upper Little Sioux alluvial
aqui fer.







Figure 2. Location map for the lower Little Sioux alluvial aquifer
SEISMIC SURVEY TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS
Seismic refraction surveys were used to supplement available geologic
data and to aid in defining aquifer geometry. Eighteen traverses were
completed covering a distance of approximately twenty-five linear miles. A
discussion of the seismic methods used is included in Appendix R in addition
to interpreted seismic cross-sections for each traverse.
DRILLERS' LOGS
Appendix C contains the logs for. test, drilling and observation-well s..
Darwin Evans and Mike Tietgen of the Geological Survey Bureau drilled and
installed the wells and test.holes.
WATER LEVELS
Water levels were measured monthly at all observation wells.
Measurements were made with.a steel tape or electric line. The water levels:
listed represent the depth ..to the water table from, the land surface. Sea-
level datum was established.at all but .one well to provide uniform vertical
control for water level-elevations for.all wells..
WATER QUALITY-.
Background water quality. data, was collected from the files of the Univer
sity of Iowa Hygienic Laboratory, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection Division, rural:water systems, and municipalities.-
The constituents listed dre all common water quality parameters.. Table 1
lists the National Drinking Water Standards and the description and signifi- -
cance of each parameter.^Drinking water standards have been established.by
TABLE 1. Drinking Water Standards and Significance of Chemical Constituents
CONSTITUENTS PRIMARY STANDARD SECONDARY STANDARDS
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1 This refers to all material that is In solution. It affects the chemical and physical properties
of water for many industrial uses. High concentrations will have a laxative effect and may cause
an objectionable tasfe.
2 This affects the lathering ability of soap. Primarily caused by calcium and magnesium. Water is
generally classified as: 0-100 mg/l as soft; 100-200 mg/l as moderate; anything above 200 mg/l
as hard.
3 A chemical expression Indicating hydrogen ion activity. A ph of 7.0 is neutral, pH greater than
7.0 Is alkaline, pH less than 7.0 Is acid.
4 Specific conductance Is a measure of the ability of water to conduct an electric current.
^ Alkalinity Is defined as the capacity of a solution to neutralize an acid.
6 Iron Is objectionable as It may Impart an unpleasant taste and may cause discoloration of
laundered goods and porcelain fixtures.
' Objectionable for the same reasons as Iron.
8 When combined with chloride, Imparts a salty or brackish taste. In the presence of suspended
matter, causes foaming In boilers. Important Ingredients In human cell metabolism. Low sodium
diets are prescribed In the treatment of certain types of heart disease and high blood pressure.
9 Calcium and magnesium cause water hardness. They reduce the lathering ability of soap. They
react with bicarbonate and sulfate-to form scale In pipes.
•0 Commonly has a laxative effect and Imparts a bitter taste when concentrations exceed 500 mg/l,
particularly when combined with magnesium or sodium. The effect Is less when combined with cal
cium. Persons may become acclimatized to the water, but concentrations above 750 mg/l generally
affect everyone. Sulfate combined with calcium causes scale In boilers and water heaters.
'' Phosphorus has been linked to Increased eutrophlcatlon In lakes and streams. Humans utilize
phosphorus in small amounts for bone growth and enzymatic processes.
'* imparts a salty taste, especially when combined with sodium and potassium.
13 Concentrations of 0.8—1.3 mg/l are effective In reduction of tooth decay, especially In
children. Concentrations In excess of 2.0 mg/l will cause mottling of dental enamel.
'4 Concentrations of nitrate above the recommended limits may cause cyanosis or methemoglobinemia
(blue baby syndrome) when used for feeding Infants under one year of age. This disease reduces
the ability of the blood to absorb oxygen and may be fatal unless properly treated.
^5 Is highly toxic, but In natural situations quickly oxidizes to nitrate. Contains compounds such
as protein, peptides, nucleic acid, urea and synthetic organlcs.
16 s not always available for reactions.
'' Is 3 breakdown of organic nitrogen compounds and urea. Ammonia standards applicable to streams
are for the protection of aquatic organisms.
18 A measure of the amount of atmospheric oxygen dissolved in water. Groundwater normally has low
levels. Surface waters are constantly aerated leading to high levels. Many aquatic organisms
need high levels of dissolved oxygen.
19 Is a measure of the waters ability to transmit light.
-° Col Iform bacteria are not a health problem themselves, but their prescence may indicate the
prescence of other bacteria which can cause health problems. Small amounts of bacteria In
drinking water are unsatI factory. Bacteria can be controlled by chlorInatlon.
Groundwater may contain naturally occurring radioactivity. Human exposure to radiation Is viewed
as harmful, and unnecessary exposure should be avoided. Limits have been set Insofar as Is
technically and economically feasible. Radioactive substances such as strontium and radium tend
to bloaccumulate In bone and may lead to bone cancer or leukemia.
Can be very toxic in small quantities, exhibiting both acute and chronic effects. May Inhibit
oxygen transfer, affect the nervous system, damage chromosomes, or Interfere with enzyme pro
duction or function. Metals are not rapidly excreted and tend to bloaccumulate. Metals are
naturally occurring substances that normally occur In very small quantities.
the Environmental Protection Agency as part of the Safe Drinking Water Act (PL
93-523). Primary standards are maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) which are
the maximum permissable level of a contaminant in a public water supply.
Recommended maximum contaminant levels (RMCLs) are the maximum level of con
taminant in drinking water at which no known or anticipated adverse effect in
the health of a person would occur and which includes an adequate safety
margin. RMCLs are non-enforceable health goals. Secondary standards apply to
substances which primarily affect aesthetic qualities related to puhlic
acceptance of drinking water. At considerably higher concentrations of these
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9 16 Sand 8 Gravel
16 3? Till











4.5 12 Sand & Gravel
12 ^0 Till
40 57 Sand & Gravel
57 60 Till
0 8 Soil
8 15 Sand St Gravel
15 18 Till
18 20 Sand & Gravel
20 40 Sand} Till
40 57 Sand & Gravel
57 60 Clay
0 4.5 Soil
4.5 12 Sand & Gravel
12 40 Till




5 9 Sand & Gravel
9 51 Till
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4 7 Clay * Gravel
7 50 Gravel
0 13 Soil, Clay
13 45 Sand & Gravel
45 47 Clay
0 5 Soi 1














NW NW Sec 6
T 98 R 39
NW NW SW Sec 6
T 98 R 39
SW SE Sec 6
T 98 R 39
NE SW Sec 6
T 98 R 39 W
SW NE NW Sec
T 98 R 39
SW NW Sec 8
T 98 R 39
NW SE Sec 8
T 98 R 39
NW SE Sec 8
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SE SE Sec
T 98 R 39
SW SE Sec I























5 46 Sand & Gravel
46 Clay
0 45 Sand * Gravel
45 Clay
0 5 Soi 1
5 37 Sand % Gravel
37 40 Clay
[J 3 Soil





2 33 Sand & Gravel
33 108 Till
108 112 Sand ^ Gravel
112 170 Till
170 200 Sandy :lay
200 236 Sandy bill
236 262 Shaly :lay
262 390 Shale,SS,LS
390 520 SS, LS
520 555 SS, Shale
0 7 N/S
7 10 Soil































SW SE Sec 8 1422 Soil
T 98 R 39 5 49 Sd, crs - fine
49 - Clay
SW Sec 8 1420 0 5 Soil
T 98 R 39 5
28
28 Sand St Gravel
Clay
SE SE SE Sec 8 1422 0 5 Soil
T 98 R 39 5 53 Sd, Crs-med
NW SW Sec 9 1426 0 38 Sand St Gravel
T 98 R 39 38 40 Clay
SW SW Sec 15 1419 0 10 Soil
T 98-R 39 10 38 Sand
38 52 Gravel
SW SW Sec 15 1419 0 3 Soil
T 98 R 39 3
24
24 Sand Si Gravel
Clay
SW SW Sec 15 1419 0 5 Soil
T 98 R 39 5
35
35 Sand & Gravel
Clay
SW SW Sec 15 1419 0 13 Soi1, Clay
T 98 R 39 13 56 Sand Si Gravel
56 Clay
NW NW NE Sec 16 1420 0 5 Soil
T 98 R 39 5 41 Sand
41 45 Clayey sand
45 48 Clay
NE NE Sec 16 1418 0 8 Mud
T 98 R 39 8 39 Gravel
39 49 Mud
NW SE Sec 16 1420 0 5 Soil
T 98 R 39 5 40 Sand
40 44 Clayey Sand
44 47 Clay
SW NE Sec 16 1415 , 0 10 Soil
T 98 R 39 10 28 Sand
28 29 Clay
SW SE Sec 16 1417 0 4 Soil, silt
T 98 R 39 4
20



















14e NE NW Sec.
T 98 R 39
16 1422 5
50 Gravel
15 NE NE Sec










15a 79-3 SW NE Sec










16 SE SW Sec









17 SW SW SE S
T 98 R 39






18 NW NW NW S
T 98 R 39










18a SE SW Sec
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18h NW SW Sec







181 NW SW Sec














18j NE NW Sec 22 1415 5
••- — - • • ~^M
Soil, silt
T 98 R 39 5
40
40 Sand St Gravel
Clay
18k SW SW SW Sec 22 1405 0 5 Soil




Sd, fine - crs
Clay
181 105 NW NW Sec 22 1410 0 6 Soil
T 98 R 39 6
42
42 Sand St Gravel
Clay
18m 104 ME NW Sec 22 1412 0 5 Soil
T 98R 39 5
40
40 Sand St Gravel
Clay
18n NW NW Sec 22 1415 0 3 Soil






18o SW SW SW Sec 22 1405 0 5 Soil






19 60-78 SW NW Sec 27 1402 0 1.5 Soil
T 98 R 39 1.5 30 Sand St Gravel
• • 30 38 Till
19a 8-78 SW NW Sec 27 1402 0 8 Soil
T 98 R 39 8 37 Sand St Gravel
37 42 Till
19b SW NW Sec 27 1402 0 10 Soil


















364 382 Clay, SS
382 415 SS
19c 15-78 SW NW Sec 27 1400 0 3 Soil









19d 16-78 SW NW Sec 27 1402 0 7 Soil






Locati on ft. From
0
To Litho!ogy
Soil19e SW NW Sec 27 1401 5






19f 59-78 SW NW Sec 27 1401 0 3 Soil






20 66-75 NW SW Sec 27 1400 0 1.5 Soil






20a 6-78 NW SW Sec 27 1398 0 10 Soil
T 98 R 39 10 26 Sand St Gravel
26 30 Till
20b 2-78 SW SW Sec 27 1398 0 7 Soil






20c 3-78 SW SW Sec 27 1400 0 7 Soil






20d 1-78 SW SW Sec 27 1400 0 7 Soil






20e 9-78 SE SW Sec 27 1401 0 4 Soil












20f 10-78 SE SW Sec 27 1401 0 8 Soi 1






20g 67-78 NE SW Sec 27 1398 0 3 Soil
T 98 R 39 3 16 Sand Si Gravel
16 22 Till
20h 4-78 SW SW Sec 27 1398 0 6 Soil
















NW SW Sec 27
T 98 R 39
SE SE Sec 28
T 98 R 39
21a 79-4 SE Sec 28
T 98 R 39
21b 79-5 SE Sec 28







SE SE SW Sec 35
T 98 R 39
36-78 NW SW Sec 36
T 98 R 39
D36-18 SW SW Sec 36
18-78 T 98 R 39
D36-20 SE SW Sec 36
20-78 T 98 R 39
36-9 Sec 36
T 98 R 39
36-10 NW SW Sec 36
T 98 R 39
D36-14 SW SW Sec 36
T 98 R 39
D36-17 SW SW Sec 36




















































































































































































SW SW Sec 36 1391 5 Sandy
T 98 R 39 Soil
5 37 Sand ft Gravel
37 42 Clay
SE SW Sec 36 1393 0 7 Soil
T 98 R 39 7 40 Sand ft Gravel
40 45 Gray Till
SE SW Sec 36 1395 0 5 Soil
T 98 R 39 5 40 Sand Si Gravel
40 50 Gray till
SW SW Sec 36 1392 0 3 Soil
T 98 R 39 3 4 Sand} till
4 41 Sand ft Gravel
41 4 2 Gray till
SW SW Sec 36 1390 0 3 Soil
T 98 R 39 3 4 Sandy clay
4 38 Sand ft Gravel
38 42 Gray till
SW SW Sec 36 1390 0 2 Soil





SW SW Sec 36 1391 0 2 Soil





SW SW Sec 36 1392 0 2 Soil





SW SW Sec 36 1393 0 3 Soil





SW SW Sec 36 1390 0 2 Soil
T 98 R 39 2 34 Sand ft Gravel
34 Till
SW SW Sec 36 1390 0 4 Soi 1
T 98 R 39 4 38 Sand ft Gravel
SW SW Sec 36 1390 0 4 Soil
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23t PW SW SW Sec 36







23u 36-8 NW SW Sec 36
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NW SW Sec 36
T 98 R 39
NE SW Sec 36
T 98 R 39
NE SW Sec 36
T 98 R 39
8 NE SW Sec 36
T 98 R 39
8 NE SW Sec 36
T 98 R 39
NE NW Sec 1
T 97 R 39
NW NW Sec 1
T 97 R 39
SE NE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
NW NW Sec 2
T 97 R 39
NW NW Sec 2
T 97 R 39
NW NW Sec 2


















5 6 Clayey Sand
6 8 Sand
8 30 Sand ft Gravel
30 41.5 Till
0 4 Soil




9 17 Sand ft Gravel
17 22 Till
0 3.5 Soil
3.5 16.5 Sand ft Gravel
16.5 21.5 Till
0 5 Soil














10 18 Sand ft Gravel
18 32 Till
0 6 Soil
6 19 Sand ft Gravel
19 32 Till
0 8 Soil
















NE SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
NW SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
SE SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
SW SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
SW SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
SW SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
SE SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
NE SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
NE SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
NE SE Sec 2
T 97 R 39
NE SE Sec 2

















4 23 Sand ft Gravel
23 32 Till
0 6 Soil
6 19 Sand ft Gravel
19 30 Till
0 4 Soil





















7 21 Sand ft Gravel
21 32 Till
0 9 Soil
9 22 Sand ft Gravel
22 32 Till
0 11 Soil




6 8 Sand ft Gravel
8 10 Silt
















27k NE SE Sec 2











28 51-78 NE NE Sec 11










28a 48-78 NW NE Sec 11













28b 49-78 NW NE Sec 11













28c 50-78 NW NE Sec 11
















29 D54-78 NE NE Sec 12
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29b 058-78 NW NE Sec 12













29c D55-78 NW NE Sec 12
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NW NE Sec 12
T 97 R 39
NW NE Sec 12
T 97 R 39
SE NW Sec 12
T 97 R 39
NE NW Sec 12
T 97 R 39
NW NW Sec 7
T 97 R 38
NW NW Sec 7
T 97 R 38
SW NW Sec 7
T 97 R 38
SW NW Sec 7
T 97 R 38
NW NW Sec 7
T 97 R 38
NW NW Sec 7
T 97 R 38
NW NW Sec 7





















5 28 Sand ft Gravel
28 42 Till
0 6 Soil











5 19. 5 Sand ft Gravel
19.5 31. 5 Till
0 5 Soil
5 17 Sand ft Gravel
17 21 5 Till
0 4 Soil
4 16 Sand ft Gravel
16 21 5 Till
0 4 Soil
4 8 Sand
8 16. 1 Sand ft Gravel
16.1 21. 5 Till
0 3 Soil
3 6 Sand
6 14 Sand ft Gravel
14 19. 5 Grave 1
19.5 65. 4 Till
65.4 65. 7 Limes tone
0 3 Soil
3 8 Clay
8 27. 5 Sand ft Gravel





















SW NE Sec 18







NW SE Sec 18
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NE SE Sec 12
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SE SE Sec 13























SW SE Sec 13
T 97 R 38
NE NE SEC 24
T 97 R 38
SE NE Sec 24
T 97 R 38
SE SW Sec 29
T 100 R 37
SE SW Sec 10
T 98 R 37
NW NW Sec 35
T 98 R 37
NE NW Sec 19
T 97 R 37
SW NW Sec 19
T 97 R 37
SW NW Sec 34






















10 40 Sand St Gravel
40 80 Till
0 2 Soil
2 42 Sand & Gravel,
some clay
42 70 Till
0 5 D.U. Till
5 20 Gravel
20 25 Silt















4 25 Sand & Gravel
25 26 Till
0 2 Clay
2 6 Clay and
gravel
6 42 Sand & Gravel
42 70 Till












NW NW NW Sec 34
T 97 R 37
NW NE NE Sec 34
T 97 R 37
NW NE Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SW NE Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SW NW NE Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NE SW NE Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NE SW NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NW NE NW Sec 2













Med-f sd, crs0 8.5
i
gravel
8.5 36 Glacial Clay «!36 41 Med-crs Sand &
Gravel, clay
41 60 Gray glacial i
clay !
0 1 Topsoil i
1 3.5 Lt brown silty
clay
3.5 12 Sd, crs gravel
12 23 Sand Si gravel
23 32 Sand
32 37 Glacial clay
0 2 Soil
2 5 Clay





7 17 Sand Si Gravel
0 3 Topsoil •
3 7 Clay
>7 57 Sand











7 27 Sand & Gravel




















NW NW NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NE SE SW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SE SW NE Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SW NE NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NW NE NE Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NW NE NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NW NE NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SE SW NW Sec 2
T 97 R 37
SE SW NE Sec 2
















4 10 Sand Si Gravel
10 20 Clay
20 41 Sand Si Gravel
41 45 Glacial Clay
0 4 Soil
4 12 Clay
12 15 Sand Si Gravel
15 36 Glacial Clay
0 4 Soil
4 9 Sand









12 29 Silty clay
29 42 Sand
42 47 Glacial clay
0 3 Soil
3 16 Sand








3 8 Sand St Gravel
8 65 Silty clay,
Sd lenses 55-65



















SW NE NW Sec 2
T 96 R 27
SW NW NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SW SW NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SE SW NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NW SE Sec 2
T 96 R 37
NE NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SW NW Sec 2
T 96 R 37
SE NW Sec 2















3 12 Sand St Gravel
12 37 Clay
37 80 Sdy Clay
0 1 Soil
1 3 Clay
3 11 Sand St Gravel
11 28 Clay
28 43 Sand & Gravel
43 80 Sandy Clay
0 1 • Soil
1 3 Clay
3 4 Sand
4 24 Sand St Gravel
24 39 Clay
39 45 Slight Clay,
f. sand




3 8 Sand & Gravel
8 76 Silty clay






3 68 S St G
0 1 Soil
1 3 Clay
3 24 Sand, Sand
& Gravel
24 45 Silty clay
45 80 Sand Si Gravel
80 90 Sandy clay
0 2 Soil
2 4 Clay














NW NE Sec 3
T 96 R 37
SE NE Sec 3
T 96 R 37
SE NE SE Sec 3
T 97 R 37
SW NE NE Sec 3
T 97 R 37
SE NE NE Sec 3
T 97 R 37
SE SE NE Sec 3
T 96 R 37
SE SE Sec 3













1.5 4 Sandy clay
4 17 Sand, Sand A
Gravel
17 32 Till












3 13 Sand & Gravel
13 30 Clay
30 49 Sand & Gravel
49 65 Clay
65 68 Sand
68 80 Sandy Clay
0 2 Soil
2 3 Clay
3 11 Sand & Gravel
11 34 Clay
34 46 Sand & Gravel



































SW SE Sec 3













SW SE Sec 3










SE SE SE Sec 4










NW NE Sec 6













NW SE Sec 6







NE SE Sec 6













SE SE Sec 6













NE SE Sec 6













NE NE Sec 9







SW NW Sec 9






























SW NW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
SW NW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
SW NW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NW SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NE SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NE SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NE SW Sec 9























3 32 Sand Si Gravel
32 52 Clay





3 26 Sand Si Gravel
26 27 Clay




3 25 Sand St Gravel




3 29 Sand St Gravel
29 74 Sandy clay
0 1 Soil
1 2 Clay




45 47 Sand & Gravel




3 31 Sand & Gravel











NE SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NE SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NE SW Sec 9
T 96 R -37
NE SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NW SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NW SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NW SW Sec 9














3 31 Sand, Sand ft
Gravel
31 44 Sandy clay
0 2 Soil
2 3 Clay
3 27 Sand ft Gravel,
Boulders 22-24
27 29 Clay




4 26 Sand & Gravel
26 28 Clay
28 31 Sand ft Gravel




3 32 Sand ft Gravel
Bid 0 26
32 44 Sandy clay
0 2 Soil
2 4 Clay, sand
4 32 Sand ft Gravel
32 50 Sandy clay
0 2 Soil
2 4 Clay, sand





48 51 Sandy clay
0 2 Soil
2 4 Clay
4 31 Sand ft Gravel
31 40 Clay













SE SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
SW SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
SW SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
SW SW Sec 9
T 96 R 37
SW SE Sec 9
T 96 R 37
NE NE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
SE NE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
SW NE Sec 10















3 30 Sand ft Gravel
30 44 Sandy clay
0 2 Soil
2 4 Sand, clay





3 33 Sand and grav-
coarsening dot
boulders at 2
33 54 Sandy clay
0 2 Soil
2 4 Clay




4 31 Sand ft Gravel
31 51 Sandy clay
0 5 Soi 1
5 37 Gravel
37 50 U.U. Till
0 2 Soil
2 3 Clay
3 33 Sand ft Gravel
33 55 Clay
55 59 Sand ft Gravel
59 62 Clay
62 63 Sand ft boulders




?. 29 Sand ft Gravel







Soil54c SW NE Sec 10 1332 1















54d CB25 SW NE Sec 10 1333 0 1 Soil
















54e CB26 NE NE SE Sec 10 1332 0 3 Soil -









54f CB27 SE NE Sec 10 1333 0 1 Soil







54g CB28 SW NE Sec 10 1332 0 1 Soil
T 96 R 37 1 3 Clay























54h CB29 NW SE Sec 10 1331 0 1 Soil









54i CB30 NE SE Sec 10 1332 0 1 Soil





























NW SE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
NW SE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
NE SE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
SE SE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
SE SE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
SW SE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
SW SE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
SW SE Sec 10
T 96 R 37
SE SE Sec 10
















3 35 Sand ft Gravel
35 50 Sandy clay
0 1 Soil
1 3 Clay
3 26 Sand ft Gravel
26 40 Sandy clay
0 1 Soil
1 3 Clay
3 27 Sand ft Gravel














3 36 Sand ft Gravel
36 50 Sandy clay
0 1 Soil
1 3 Clay
3 29 Sand ft Gravel
29 30 Clay
30 36 Sand ft Gravel
36 50 Sandy clay
0 1 Soil
1 3 Clay




2 35 Sand, Sand ft
Gravel










CB40 SE SE Sec 10


















CB41 SE SE SE Sec 10













54u CB42 SE SE Sec 10













54v CB43 SW SE Sec 10














54w CB44 SW SE Sec 10














54x CB45 SW SE Sec 10



















54y CB46 SE SE Sec 10



















54z CB47 SE SE SE Sec 10




























NW SW Sec 11
T 96 R 37
SW NE Sec 11
T 96 R 37
NW NW SW Sec 11
T 96 R 37
NE SE Sec 11
T 96 R 37
SW SW NE Sec 11
T 96 R 37
SE NW Sec 11
T 96 R 37
NE NE SW Sec 11
T 96 R 37
NE SW Sec 11
T 96 R 37
NW NE SW Sec 11
T 96 R 37
NW NW Sec 15



























28 41 Sand ft Gravel
41 42 Clay
0 3 Soil




5 12 Silty :lay
12 32 Sand
32 34 SftG
34 37 Silty :lay
0 3 Soil
3 7 Sand
7 27 Sand ft Gravel
27 30 Clay
0 2 Soil




3 12 Sand ft Gravel
12 15 Silty clay
15 21 Sand ft Gravel
21 25 Clay
0 4 Soil
4 12 Sand ft Gravel











57 SW SW Sec 6 1330 5 Loess











57a W10645 SW SW Sec 6 1325 0 40 Gravel
T 96 R 36 40 45 Till
58 W4433 NW SW Sec 7 1320 0 10 Soil, Fill






59 W7133 SW SW Sec 8 1314 0 5 Soil






59a W10400 SW SE Sec 8 1313 0 2 Soil














59b W11923 SE SW Sec 18 1301 0 2 Soil













60 W8408 SE SW Sec 18 1309 0 5 Soil
T 96 R 36 5 50 Gravel
61 SW NE Sec 25 1300 0 2 Soil









62 W12819 SW SW Sec 4 1295 0 5 Soil









63 SW SW Sec 6
T 93 R 37















SE SE Sec 6
T 93 R 37
NW NW Sec 8
T 93 R 37
NE SW Sec 23
T 94 R 39
SE SE SW Sec 23
T 94 R 39
SE NE SW Sec 23
T 94 R 39
SE SE SE Sec 23
T 94 R 39
SW NW NW Sec 25
T 94 R 39
SW SE SE SW Sec 24
T 94 R 39
SE SE SW Sec 24












0 2 Soi 1
2 10 Clay
10 15 Sand
15 38 Sand ft Grave'
38 40 Till
0 35 Soil, Sand ft
Gravel
0 5 Soil





10 15 Sand, clay
15 17 Mud
17 44 Course grave'
44 Blue clay
0 2 Soil
2 15 Sand clay
15 18 Clay, gravel




10 15 Fine sand
















Location Designation Location ft. From
0
To Lithology
73 NE SE SW SE Sec 24 1222 2 Soil









74 NE NW NE Sec 25 1212 0 6 Soil








75 SE SE NW Sec 27 1222 0 5 Soil




76 SE NW SE Sec 27 ___ _ 0 "6 Soil









77 SW NE SE Sec 27 1218 0 6 Soil






78 W12854 NE SE SW Sec 24 1189 0 5 Soil
T 92 R 40 5 22 Gravel
79 W12538 NW SW SW Sec. 26 1194 0 10 Soil
•












80 W12568 NW SE SE Sec 27 1194 o 15 Soil






81 SE SW SW Sec 26 1175.5 0 16 Soil
«










82 W10455 NE NE SE Sec 34 1170 0 5 Soil



























NW NE SW Sec 34
T 92 R 40
SE SW Sec 34
T 92 R 40
SW NE NW Sec 3
T 91 R 40
SE NW Sec 3
T 91 R 40
SW SW NE Sec 3
T 91 R 40
SW SW Sec 16 .













4 27.5 Sand ft Gravel
27.5 91 Till







3 5 Sand ft Gravel
5 100 Till
100 150 Til 1, sand

























Map Other Elevation -
Location Designation Location ft. From
0
To Lithology
89 W8854 SE SE SE SE Sec 34 1129 5 Silt








90 W1302 NW SW SE Sec 32 1130 0 25 Loess











T 100 R 40
B Section 31
T 100 R 40
C Section 9/16
T 99 R 40
D Section 5/8
T 99 R 40
Section 23
T 99 R 40
Section 1/2
T 97 R 39
Section 1/2
T 97 R 39
H NE Section 11
T 96 R 38
I Section 1/6
T 96 R 38/37
J Section 7
T 96 R 37
K Section 8/17
T 97 R 37
Section 27/34



























































































































T 96 R 37 19
28
28 Sand and Gravel
Till
N Section 15/16 o 13 Clay
T 96 R 37 13
36
36 Sand and Gravel
Till
0 Section 16/17 0 13 Clay
T 96 R 36 13 19 Sand and Gravel
19 51 Clay
P Section 15 0 4 Soil
T 96 R 36 4 24 Sand and Gravel
Q Section 15/22 0 12.5 Clay
T 96 R 36 12.5 20.5 Sand and Gravel
20.5 53 Clay
R Section 2/35 0 15 Sandy clay
T 95/96 R 36 15 Till
S Section 34/35 0 5 Clay




T Section 17/20 0 6 Clay loam
T 94 R 36 6 12 Silty sand
12 31 Gravelly sand
31 32.5 Gravel
32.5 59.5 Clay
U Section 35 0 14.5 Bridge floor to water
T 92 R 40 14.5 23 Sandy clay
23 56 Coarse bouldery sand
56 59.5 Boulders
59.5 82 Till
82 90 Coarse sand
V Section 34 0 3 Sandy clay
T 92 R 40 3 7 Fine sand
7 15 Sandy clay
15 30 Sand
30 50.5 Gravel
w Section 34 0 3.5 Silt
T 89 R 42 3.5 10.5 Silty clay
10.5 18.4 Silty sand
18.4 23.5 Sand







T 88 R 43
Section 33
T 88 R 43
Section 6/7




21 23.8 Gravelly sand and silt
0 3.2 Sandy loam
3.2 13.7 Sandy clay
13 20 Clayey sand
20 32 Sand and gravel clay
32 47 Sand and gravel
1086.44 1061.34 Bridge floor to water
1061.34 1058.24 Water
1058.24 1056.44 Silt
1056.44 1048.44 Sand and gravel
1048.44 1043.94 Gravel, sand
1043.94 1040.94 Boulders
1040.94 1030.44 Bouldery gravel
1030.44 1025.44 Gravel
1025.44 1020.44 Boulders






Theory and Previous Work
Seismic refraction methods have been commonly used by engineers and
geologists for shallow subsurface investigations. Details of seismic
refraction theory can be found in general geophysical exploration texts such
as Dobrin (1976) and Musgrave (1967). Seismic refraction theory is based on
tne fact that sound waves travel at different velocities through different
earth materials. An energy source (hammer blow, explosive) is used to
generate sound waves which propogate through earth materials. These waves are
bent (refracted) at the contacts between different velocity layers of earth
materials, and then travel horizontally just below the contact. As the waves
propagate along the contact they are continually refracted back to the
surface. Figure R-l schematically shows the raypaths followed hy refracted
sound waves in an ideal alluvial system.
For field measurements, a set of receivers (geophones) is placed at
Urnrll°/J!l t1SltnC9'S fr°m the Seismic source' These receive the refracted energycreated by the source, and create a continuous trace on the seismograph
record Adistinct break occurs on the seismic trace at the time of arrival
of the first wave (Fig. B-2). Geophones closest to the source may receive
direct wave arrivals, those traveling directly along the land surface (path
3 lu 9* '' The flrst ener9y received by the geophones furthestfrom the source is from the second layer along path A-C-D-E. Even though the
distance along path A-E at the surface is shorter, the waves traveling the
segment C-D are accelerated and will arrive first. More distant geophones in
the line will receive energy from the till layer along path A-J-K-L. The
arrival time information, recorded by a seismograph, and the distance of the
geophone from the source, can be used to plot the relationship of time versus





Schematic of sound wave propagation through a typical alluvial
sequence. Letters refer to discussion in text.
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Figure B-3. Idealized time-distance graph. Each slope segment represents
refractions from a particular interface. The velocity of the
unit is equal to the inverse of the slope.
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Other calculations are performed to determine the depth of the rpfracting
surface.
Seismic refraction has long been used in groundwater studies. Ronini and
Hickock (1958) and Warrick and Winslow (1960) used refraction methods to
delineate bedrock topography below unconsolidated deposits. Woolard and
Hanson (1954) worked in a variety of geological settings in Wisconsin, and had
relatively good success in locating the water table in glacial till. McGinnis
and Kempton (1961) correlated the low velocity surface layer with the geologic
weathered zone in glacial tills. They also found that accurate depth to and
velocity of bedrock could not be determined if the bedrock was shallow (10-20
feet) and irregular. Johnson (1954) used refraction methods to distinguish
between till layers in Illinois. His is one of the few studies which
attempted to differentiate layers within shallow unconsolidated materials.
Staub (1969) evaluated the method of seismic refraction to solve geologic
problems in Iowa. He used statistical methods to establish confidence levels
on the results and to show where additional data was needed.
Equipment and Field Methods
Refraction data were collected using a Geometries 12-channel signal-
enhancement seismograph which operates from a 12-volt power source. Each
channel has separate controls for adjusting the amplitude of the signal, to
compensate for variations in input signal strength, and for adjusting the
amplitude of the trace. Filters can be used to cancel extraneous noise,
such as that caused by wind, power lines, and traffic. The recorded data are
displayed on a video screen on the seismograph which allows the data quality
to be checked before being recorded on magnetic tape. If data quality are
poor, a shot may be repeated, either to replace the existing record or to
enhance it. Hard copy data are an added option and can be obtained from the
instrument's built-in printer. Satisfactory data are transferred to cassette
tape for storage using a Nimbus digital recorder which also operates from a
12-volt power source.
Varied geophone spacings were used during the study depending on
anticipated contact depths. Ten-foot spacings were primarily used to
determine the contact between the alluvial materials and the underlying
materials. Ten to fifty-five foot geophone spacings with shot offsets of up
to 1,300 feet were used to obtain bedrock depths. Energy sources also varied.
The primary source of energy is a mechanical weight drop designed at the Iowa
Geological Survey. Two weights are available: 125 pounds and 300 pounds.
These are dropped from a height of six to eight feet onto a thick steel plate.
The weight drop allows better utilization of the signal enhancement feature of
the seismograph. An explosive charge was used where more energy was required
to reach deeper bedrock. Primacord was placed in a shallow hole (four feet)
the hole was filled with water and the charge detonated by an electric
blasting cap. The two energy sources produced comparable seismic traces.
The processing of field seismic data is accomplished on an Apple II
microcomputer. The processing software used was developed by Exploranium/
Geometries of Canada, and has routines for auto-picking first breaks on
seismic traces, interpretation of time-distance plots, depth, unit thickness,
unit velocity computation, and a generalized reciprocal method for determining
unit depths on irregular surfaces. The use of a portable computer allowed
processing to be accomplished in the field and immediate verification of the
accuracy of the seismic field data. Adjustments to the field arrangment
(geophone spacings, shot offset) were made where targeted horizons were not




Three hundred and seventy total spreads (456 shots) were run at 19 dif
ferent locations (approximately 25 linear miles). Figures B-4 and R-5 show
the location of each traverse.
There were considerably more problems in interpretation of the refraction
data than had been anticipated. Direct wave arrivals, indicating surficial
material velocities, were observed only when geophone spacings of less than 10
feet were used. Figure B-6a is a time-distance plot (T-X) showing good fit. to
the data and recognizable slope breaks. It was infrequent, however, that all
of the points could be fit to a straight line segment. Often, the best
possible fit would have required a curved surface (Fig. R-6b), which results
from either an irregular refractor surface or laterally, varying velocities.
Another common occurrence was displacement of time-distance segments (Fig.
B-6c). McGinnis and Heigold (1974) also observed this effect, and attributed
it to the presence of a stepped refracting surface at the edge of a buried
valley. A third problem involves slope change. Frequently, the time-distance
plot will exhibit an increase in slope which may be attributable to laterally,
varying velocities (Fig. B-6b,c).
Domzalski (1956) discussed at some length the problems inherent in
shallow-refraction investigations. One of his discussions concerns changes in
surface material velocities caused by firing a shot, while another deals with
the type of surface materials in which the geophones are placed. These
effects can cause arrival times to be delayed by up to 2 milliseconds and
change computed velocities by 100 feet/second. There are other problems which
arise because, unlike in theory, the materials are not homogeneous or
isotropic, especially in alluvial systems. There are horizontal and vertical
variations in the velocity of the overburden as well as changes in thickness.
Murphy (1977) used a combination of refraction and resistivity methods to
study alluvial terrain in Louisiana, and found definite effects related to
laterally varying velocities such as offsets and slope changes in
time-distance plots. The bedrock refractor in most cases is irregular and
weathered, either of which can greatly affect depth computations for shallow
refractors.
A major problem, which is all too prevalent in Iowa, is the lack of
sufficient velocity contrast between most unconsolidated materials. Sand and
gravel (outwash material) have been observed to have velocities around
5000-6000 ft/sec. Glacial tills usually had velocities between 6000 and 8000
ft/sec. Observed bedrock velocities averaged between 7000-9000 ft/sec. --
Cretaceous sandstones and shales. Such close materials' velocities presents
two problems. First, the slope break changes on time-distance curve can be
very subtle and difficult to identify. Second, the necessary velocity
contrasts might not be reached at the interface, but rather within a
formation. This was found to occur frequently within the glacial till.
Discussion
Data from each area along the valley had unique problems and inter
pretations achieved various levels of accuracy. Ocheyedan 1(01) (Fig. R-7)
is located just above the boundary of the Des Moines Lobe, the area of the
latest Wisconsinan ice advance. Here the sands and gravels may be
discontinuous or intermixed with sandy, supraglacial till. The sand and
































































































T99 R40 Section 14/15
Figure B-7. Seismic profile section: Ocheyedan 1
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The ?nterfacpedh;twpln\hf "VV*^1"9 data, may have been nisinterpreted<
» L I0l1 3nd the Sand and gravel is not wel1 defined, duein pant, to the lange geophone spacings used.
Below the 01 traverse a bnoad outwash valley exists. Mav Citv 1 (Fin R8 shows a thick package of sand and gravel ove/ttl! Good agreement „th
"'"' da*a Vs seen- MaY City 2 (Fig. B-9), a mile south of MCI, shows
„Sa"^ gravel illustrating the variability in thickness within the
textures'wJhfn t '?,lndlcatlon of a P°"ible change in sand and gravel
thin [no of ti» cSeHa11!lV1Um- ,May C1ty 3 (Fl9- B"10) shows a thickening and
outwa h svIpI An ^ 9raVel comParable t0 P^iles in present day braidedR l il k 9uln afeement with existing data is good. May City 4 (Fig
Ml of III m r> ChaT 12ed pr0file in t111 as does Hartley 1 (Fig.B-12 9lev °s "ayr,ty P,POfl1« and ?artle* l were d°"e 1" an area where the va -posi on L to th Sand 9PaVelS W6re deP°s1ted as braided outwash in aposition close to the ice margin.
the fllHl^2 \F\9\ f'Ul WaS done in the area where the outwash valley entersdfined and9 d^ £"" P'^ The Sand a"d graVel interface is "<* as^le rlydefined and a deep channel may exTst at one point. Everly 1 (E-l) (Fig. B-14)i within the boundaries of former glacial Lake Spencer, VIn, arge channel
a L3°r?athe n°rthT haif °f the traverse- Alternately thi may be an
till A 1ISt°r mlX6d sand^ tills. An interface is detectable within thellll' 5 ? ll 9 transect west of El shows considerable variation in the thick-
r e\7a t°hfir e maria.15 °Ve1rlyin9 the til] whl'ch range fo- thinIf in , lt0 thIuk ,Sand and gravel interbedded with clay lenses. Everly 2Fig B-15), between the Little Sioux River and Stoney Creek, was run across a
large terrace which is part of the lake plain. The sand and gravel varies con-
tllTTXi: thlckTS aCr°SS the terrace showing several channel-like fetures.
°.Stoe» Creek> the traverse laps onto the uplands. Alayer of sandy
"aliir^fr the SJ°pe-,.:he exact transition from hills oesedi-
ever tL ll«r L P?- V* n0t Peadlly apparent in the seismic records. How-
nature was ZZrJ P^,"sedlmfnt '* delineated on the seismic records and its
nature was determined by soil probes.
miio,SP!^e- 11(F\9',B"!6' WaS the lon9est traverse done, approximately 4 1/2
e|,f " located ]" the main lake area. No lake clays were detected and
and o ]J rh " I5 moderately channelized. In a few locations deeper sandt0 gra*el channels may exist. Immediately south of the Little Sioux River
the sand and gravel thins abruptly as shown by drill holes. Milford 1 (Fig.
i«£« ir.aVerS^ a terra" of the Little Sioux River Just below the Oes Moines
e t>Z\t°J Tr the1I°Wa lreat TakeS 0utlet- The sand and gravel thic"in the «nrf tn5 n, V l*T ^""^ eXlStS- An interface was detected with-
w»c• \ f ^ whlch may relate t0 a textural discontinuity. To the
west, a thin sand and gravel rests over a silty clay. Aseismic interface is
tTcn^'Y^- Gil1et Gravel X(Fig- R"18> ™"S across the valley, belowill ?£pT dlV6rS10n- The sand and g™vel appears fairly uniform/but two
Sril lS are S6en- Webb * (F1g- B"19) runs from ^e floodplain onto ai?ZT &Cf S69ment: The terrace sands and gravels are highly variablein thickness and may not be connected to those in the floodplain. Two till
interfaces are again seen.
No traverses were run from Sioux Rapids to Cherokee. Little access to the
abovl t\rea 1S 3Val aMe 3l0ng th1S reach and t^ terrace segments sit highCherokee ttl^Jt 'Vk hydraulically connected with the floodplain. Belowlinefr Jflt ^ ?\"*"Ch 1S lnC1Sed into P^e-111 inoian tills, is broad and
across a iL tlV? ' ^tT30"-, WaShta l (F1g- B"20'> Just above Washta, runs
til° is seen rnr""* Jhe-^i ^ 9raVel Is thin and one interface within thetill is seen. Correctionville 1 (Fig. B-21) shows a thin sand and gravel over-
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Figure B-11. Seismic profile section: May City 4
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Figure B-14. Seismic profile section: Everly 1
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Figure B-15. Seismic profile section: Everly 2.
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Figure B-16. Seismic profile section: Spencer 1.
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Figure B-17. Seismic profile section: Milford 1
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Clay County T95,96 R36 Section 35,36/1,2
Figure B-18. Seismic profile section: Gillet Grove 1.
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Figure B-19. Seismic profile section: Webb 1
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Figure B-20. Seismic profile section: Washta 1.
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Figure B-21. Seismic profile section: Correctionville 1.
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lain by a thin clay. A continuous interface within the till is detectable.
Correctionville 2 (Fig. B-22) shows a channelized profile in till. The sand
and gravel ranges from 18 to 38 feet thick and is overlain by a thick package
of fine-grained alluvial sediments. Oto 2 (Fig. B-23) shows thickening and
thinning of the sand and gravel and a possible deep channel incised into the
till. Oto 1 (Fig. B-24) shows three interfaces within the sand and gravel
which are in good agreement with the drill hole data. Higher seismic velo
cities below the sand correlate with the presence of sandstone and shale in
the drill hole.
"Several interfaces within the till are common. These may be due to a
variety of situations. Buried paleosols, stone lines, "Cherokee clays" and
other seismic discontinuities may occur. The channelized nature of the till-
alluvium interface is not surprising in view of the depositional environment.
Braided outwash streams are characterized by such changes in cross section
profile. The soil/sand and gravel interface is not always accurate especially
when shallow. In this situation, the geophone spacings are too large to
permit reliable interpretation.
The importance of drill data as an aid to interpretation cannot be over
emphasized. Oto 1 is a good example of this. Four interfaces are identified
and without drill data would have been interpreted differently. In the ab
sence of drill data, conservative interpretations are always made. Water
tables are not observed because, for the most part, they are shallow and not
detectable by field procedures. Decreasing spacing while leading to better
resolution, also increases the number of interfaces which are seen. This in
creases the difficulty of interpretation of the findings. In all, the seismic
data has proven to be very accurate at detecting the lithologic breaks which
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Figure B-22. Seismic profile section: Correctionville 2.
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Figure B-23. Seismic profile section: Oto 2.



















Well, Test Hole and Surface Monitoring Locations
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Figure C-1. Well and test hole locations: Ocheyedan and upper Little Sioux,
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SE, SE Sec 26
T 99 R 40
NE, NE Sec 34
T 98 R 39
NE, NE Sec 36
T 97 R 39
NE, NE Sec 4
T 96 R 38
NW, NW Sec 3










1 10 sand, coarse gravel
10 26 fine yellow sand,
medium gravel
26 67 fine gray sand,
coarse gravel
67 70 blue-gray till
0 2 topsoi1
? 5 yellow clay
5 6 sand and gravel
6 11 fine sand,
coarse gravel
ii- 18 fine sand,
coarse gravel
is 21 blue-gray till
0 2 topsoi1
2 5 yellow clay
5 9 fine sand, very
coarse gravel, some
clay
9 21 fine sand, coarse
gravel, boulders at
base
0 3 road bed
3 4 dark silty clay
4 6 yellow silty clay
6 10 fine brown sand,
medium gravel
10 15 fine yellow sand,
medium gravel
15 18 fine gray sand,
medium gravel
18 20 blue-gray clay, silty
to sandy
20 25 fine sand, medium to
coarse gravel
25 30 fine gray sand,
medium gravel
30 41 blue-gray till
0 3 yellow silty clay


















SW, NE Sec 3
T 96 R 38
SE, SE Sec 9
T 96 R 38
NE, NE Sec 9
T 96 R 38
NE, SE Sec 9
T 96 R 38
NW, NW Sec 35
T 97 R 38
Elevation (ft.) From To Lithology
24 25 gray sand and sandy
clay
25 30 sand, coarse gravel
30 35 blue-gray till
1355 0 4 topsoi1, yellow
silty and sandy clay
4 8 fine sand, medium
gravel
8 13 fine sand, coarse
gravel
13 26 blue-gray till
1352 0 6 road bed
6 9 dark silty and sandy
clay
9 13 fine sand, coarse
gravel
13 21 blue-gray till
1350 0 10 road bed, topsoi1

















0 14 road bed
14 16 gray silty clay
16 18 fine gray sand and
gravel, some clay
1ayers
18 21 fine gray sand,
coarse gravel
21 30 fine yellow sand,
coarse gravel
30 43 fine yellow sand,
coarse gravel,
oxidized
43 55 blue-gray till
0 3 road bed, topsoi1
3 6 yellow-gray clay
6 9 fine brown sand,
medium gravel
9 16 fine gray sand,
coarse gravel





NW, NW Sec 17
T 98 R 38
NE, NW Sec 26
T 98 R 37
NE, NW Sec 27
























2 4 brown silty sandy
clay
4 12 fine yellow sand,
coarse gravel
12 19 fine gray sand,
coarse gravel
19 20 black till
20 35 fine to coarse olive
sand, silt or clay
streaks
35 36 olive clay
36 43 fine to coarse olive
sand
43 47 olive silty sandy
clay
47 55 blue-gray till
0 3 topsoi1
3 5 brown sandy clay
5 25 fine yellow sand,
coarse gravel,
oxidized
25 33 yellow silty clay,
sand layers
33 55 blue-gray silty clay
55 60 fine to coarse sand,
sandy clay
60 65 silty sandy clay
65 70 gravel
70 96 silty sandy clay,
limestone boulders at
base
96 101 blue-gray till
0 3 no sample
3 4 sandy clay
4 6 fine tan sand and
gravel





NE, SE Sec 17
T 97 R 37
NE, NE Sec 33
T 97 R 37
SE, NE Sec 33






















































fine brown sand, very
coarse gravel




brown very fine to
medium sand
gray very fine to
coarse sand, wood
gray sandy silty clay









olive till , silty
sandy clay
blue-gray till









gray sand and gravel





gray very fine to
coarse sand
blue-gray til 1, sand
and gravel layers
blue-gray till
To LithologyIGS Well No. Locati on Elevation (ft.) From
LSR 36 NW, NW Sec 4 1138 0 3














LSR 5 NE, SE Sec 4 1337 0 3




SW, SE Sec 30
T 97 R 36
NE, NE Sec 20














































































0 3 road bed, topsoil
3 5 yellow-brown sandy
clay
b 18 yellow-brown till
13 19 yellow-gray til 1
19 21 olive to blue-gray
till
To LithologyIGS Well No. Location Elevation (ft.) From
LSR 10 SE, SE Sec 4

















LSR 11 NW, NW Sec 14










LSR 12 SE, SW Sec 35









NE, SE Sec 8
T 94 R 36
NW, SW Sec 8




































































0 6 road bed, topsoil
6 10 brown silty clay
10 17 yellow silty clay
1/ 21 gray silty clay
21 25 yellow fine sand,
coarse gravel, clay
layers





SW, SW Sec 8
T 93 R 39
SW, SW Sec 20
T 93 R 39
NW, SW Sec 30
T 93 R 39











































































































SE, SW Sec 23
T 92 R 40
NE, SE Sec 26
T 92 R 40
SE, SE Sec 26
T 92 R 40
SE, SE Sec 21
T 91 R 40
SE, SE Sec 21
T 91 R 40



































































































brown fine sand, very
coarse gravel






yellow till or sandy
clay






NW, NW Sec 15
T 90 R 41
IW Sec 18
R 41
NW, NE Sec 27
T 89 R 42
SE, SE Sec 11
T 88 R 43
El evation (ft.' From To Lithology
20 25 blue-gray sandy clay
or till
25 41 blue-gray sandy till
41 46 gray fine to coarse
sand
46 50 blue-gray sandy till
50 65 sand and gravel, thin
layers of clay or
till
• 65 73 blue-gray ti11,
gravel layers
73 76 gray clay
1162 0 2 topsoil
2 4 brown silty clay
4 5 brown "silty clay,
gravel
5 10 brown fine sand,
coarse gravel
10 13 yellow fine sand,
coarse gravel
13 41 blue-gray till
1145 0 7 gray silty clay
7 8 yellow silty clay
8 18 yellow fine sand,
coarse gravel
18 28 yellow fine sand,
fine gravel
28 35 blue-gray til 1, clay
1135 0 4 topsoil, fill
4 7 gray silty clay
7 10 yellow-gray silty
clay
10 13 yellow silty clay
13 15 gray sandy, gravelly,
silty clay
-
15 18 yellow fine sand,
coarse gravel
18 26 yellow oxidized fine
sand, coarse gravel
26 30 blue-gray till
1134 0 10 yellow fine sand,
very coarse gravel,
* boulders
10 20 orange fine sand,
very coarse gravel,
boulders














SE, NE Sec 19
T 87 R 43
NE, NE Sec 31


























































fine to coarse sand,
blue-gray silty clay,
wood
fine to coarse sand,
blue-gray silty clay,
shells, wood








0 8 brown silty clay
8 20 yellow silty clay
20 27 very soft silty
yellow clay
27 37 yellow fine sand,
coarse gravel
37 42 orange oxidized fine
sand, coarse gravel
42 50 blue-gray till
50 51 green clay
51 55 blue-gray sandy clay
or hard till
55 57 gray-green clay
layered with cemented
sand grains
•IGS Well No. Location
(LSR 26 continued)
LSR 27 NW, SW Sec 18
T 86 R 43






































very fine to coarse
gray-green sand
fine gray-green sand





fine sand and gravel,
some gray clay
gray-green clay,
medium to coarse sand
and gravel layers
gray clay





























fine to coarse gray
green sand, gravel
gray gravelly shale
fine to coarse yellow
sandstone









NW, NW Sec 18
T 86 R 43
SW, SW Sec 18
T 86 R 43
NE, NW Sec 24
T 86 R 44





90 92 maroon shale
92 100 olive shale
0 4 road bed, loess
4 9 fine yellow sand and
gravel
9 11 gray silty clay,
oxidized layers
11 15 yellow silty clay
15 19 yellow silty clay,
sand layers
19 24 yellow and orange
oxidized fine sand
and gravel
24 30 fine yellow sand,
medium gravel
30 36 gray silty clay, sand
layers
36 44 yellow oxidized fine
sand, very coarse
gravel
44 55 blue-gray till
0 3 road bed
3 35 yellow loess, snail
shells
35 50 very fine to coarse
sand
50 55 yellow oxidized silty
sandy clay
bb 64 gray silty clay
64 67 yellow sand, gravel,
boulders
67 75 blue-gray till
0 3 road bed























IGS Well No. Location
LSR 31
LSR 32
NE, NE Sec 36
T 86 R 44
NE, NE Sec 36



















































fine to coarse yellow
sand, some cemented
fine yellow sand and
gravel, lightly
cemented







WATER LEVELS - LITTLE SIOUX AND OCHEYEDAN ALLUVIAL SYSTEMS
Ul AUE M
SEP
15 -18 6 19-20 1
0-12
LOCATION SCREENED 1985 1985
1985 I9B5
INTERVAL
HATER WAIER WATER WATER WATER WAIEP
WATER WAIER
LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
LEVEL LEVEL
(Feet) IN6VD) (Feet J (N'JVD) (Feet (NGVQi IFf?t INGVO)




IK 26-30 5.9 1445.8 7.2
1444.5 6.7 1445.0
11 54-58 5.9 1445.8
































































30 LSR-20U 20-23 7.6 1146.6
31 20L 42-48 7.7 1146.5
32 LSR-21 12-13 6.4 1156.6
33 LSR-22 23-26 11.2 1133.2
34 LSR-33 24-25.5
35 LSR-4R SURFACE
















5.8 1356.5 6.2 1356.1 6.2 1356.!


























































0 E 1144.7 8.5 1145.7
9.5 1144.7 8.5 1145.7
7.0 1156.0 6.6 1155.8
12.3 1132.2 6.6 1137.7




17.5 1112.1 17.4 1112.3
7.9 1121.4 8.4 1120.9 8.5 1120.5
12.1 1059.5 12.3 1059.3 11.3 1060.3
96
WATER LEVELS - LITTLE SIOUI AND OCHEYEDAN ALLUVIAL SYSTEMS
cc; »0V DEC JAN FEB m
15-IE 12 -14 26 22 13 1?
1985 1985 19B5 986 1986 1986
WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WAIER WATER
LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
(Feet) INGVDI (Feet) (NGVD) (Feetl (NGVD) (Feet INGVD) (Feetl INGVD) (Feet (NGVOI
1 5.8 1445.8 6.1 1445.6 6.3 1445.3 6.6 1445.0 6.8 1444.8 2.6 1449.0
2 5.9 1445.8 6.2 1445.5 6.4 1445.3 6.6 1445.1 6.9 1444.8 3.6 1448.1
3 5.9 1445.8 6.2 1445.5 6.4 1445.3 6.6 1445.1 6.9 1444.8 3.9 1447.9
4 19.9 1442.1 18.4 1442.6
5 4.7 1394.I 5.1 1393.0 5.3 1392.B 5.5 1392.6 5.8 1393.0 2.4 1396.4
6 4.2 1394.3 4.9 1393.9 5.3 1393.5 5.3 1393.5 5.7 1393.1 2.2 1396.6
7 3.7 1366.9 1.2 1366.4 4.3 1366.3 4.5 1366.1 5.1 1365.5 3.4 1367.2
8 6.4 1355.9 6.7 1355.6 7.0 1355.3 7.2 1355.0 7.6 1354.7 10.0 1352.3
9 7.7 1354.6 B.I 1354.2 B. i 1353.7 8.7 1353.6 9.7 1352.6 8.3 1354.0
10 3.6 . 1315.3
II 10.7 1406.8 10.8 - 1406.7 10.6 1406.8 10.8 1406.6 II.0 1406.4 10.2 1407.2
12 16.0 1405.7
13 12.4 1320.1 II.5 1321.0 M 1323.9
II 9.4 1340.8 9.9 1340.3 10.3 1339.9 10.7 1339.5 11.3 1338.9 10.2 1340.0
15 12.7 1337.5 12.8 1337.4 13.1 1337.1 13.3 1336.9 13.7 1336.5 12.7 1337.5
li 3.B 4.9 6.2 5.8




1.9 1297.1 1.8 1297.2 2.3 1296.7 2.4 1296.6 3.9 1295.I 1.0 1298.0
6.0 1273.3 7.4 1271.9 7.0 1272.3 7.4 1271.9 8.0 1271.3 FLOOOED
21 21.9 1151.9 22.6 1151.1
22 8.2 1183.8
23 8.3 1183.8 9.4 1182.7
2< 14.2 1163.0 14.5 1162.7 13.5 1163.7 13.9 1163.3 14.3 1162.9 7.1 1170.1
23 14.1 1163.0 14.5 1162.6 13.4 1163.7 13.9 1163.2 13.3 1162.8 7.0 1170.1
fe 14.2 1163.0 14.2 1163.0 13.5 1163.7 14.0 1163.2
14.4 1162.B 7.1 1170.1
27 16.7 1189.5 16.9 1189.3 I7.I 1189.1 17.2 1189.0 17.3 1188.9 16.7 1189.5
a 16.2 1190.t 16.6 1189.7 16. B 1189.5 16.9 1189.4 17.0 1189.3 16.2 1190.1
1144.9
7.7 1146.5 8.3 1145.9 7.4 II46.8
7.7 1146.5 8.3 1145.9 7.5 1146.7
7.5 1155.5 7.5 1155.5
13.2 1131.2 13.4 1131.0 13.7 1130.7
9.0 1125.3 9.3 1125.0 9.7 1124.6
9.1 1104.6
17.4 1112.2 17.5 1112.1 17.6 1112.0
8.9 1120.4 9.1 1120.2 8.9 1120.4













17.6 1112.0 17.2 1112.2
9.0 1120.3 9.5 1119.8














WATER LEVELS - LI FILE SIOUI AND OCHEYEDAN ALLUVIAL SYSTEMS
APR KA1 Jlffl JUL AUG
14 21 18 23 20
986 1986 1986 1986 1986
WATER WATER WATER WAIER WATER WATER WAIER WATER WAIER WATER
LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
(Feet (NGVDI (Feet) (NGVD)
1449.4
(Feet) (NGVO) (Feet) (NGVO) (Feet) (NGVD)
I 2.5 1449.2 2.2 5.1 1446.5 5.0 1446.6 6.0 1445.6
2 3.1 1448.6 2.7 1449.0 4.3 1447.4 5.1 1446.6 6.1 1445.7
3 3.3 1448.4 2.8 1448.9 4.4 1447.3 5.2 1446.5 6.1 1445.6
5 3.9 1394.9 4.5 1394.3 4.8 1394.0 4.6 1394.2 5.3 1393.5
6 3.6 1395.3 4.3 1394.5 4.5 1394.5 4.3 1394.5 5.2 1393.6
3.3 1367.3 2.8 1367.8 4.0 1366.6 3.9 1366.7 4.4 1366.2
3 6.3 1356.0 4.3 1358.0 i.i 1355.9 4.7 1357.6 5.7 1356.6
9 7.3 1355.0 6.1 1356.2 5.1 1367.2 6.5 1355.8 6.9 1355.4
10 4.9 1316.6 3.4 1315.1
II 9.7 1407.7 8.9 1408.6 9.3 1408.1 9.4 1408.0 10.0 1407.4
12 -
13 13.0 1319.5
14 9.0 1341.2 7.4 1342.8 8.5 1341.7 8.8 1341.4 9.3 1340.9
15 12.3 1337.9 10.8 1339.4 11.4 1338.8 11.7 1338.5 12.0 1338.2
16 2.8 3.6 3.6 4.9
17 2.7 3.6 3.9 4.9
I£ 1.7 1297.3 -0.3 1299.3 2.7 1296.3 2.3 1296.7 2.5 1296.5
19
20 2.1 1277.2 0.4 1278.9 5.5 1273.B 6.5 1272.3 7.3 1272.0
21 16.4 1157.3 21.5 1152.2 22.7 1151.0
22 2.6 1189.4 8.3 1183.7 8.5 1183.6 9.5 1182.5
23 2.7 1189.4 7.3 1184.8 8.5 1193.6 9.5 1182.6
24 7.3 1169.9 6.9 1170.3 10.0 1167.2 12.7 1164.8 14.2 1163.3
25 7.3 1169.3 6.9 1170.2 10.0 1167.2 12.4 1164.7 14.0 1163.1
26 7.4 1169.B 7.0 1170.2 10.0 1166.2 12.5 1164.7 14.0 1163.2
27 16.8 1189.4 16.3 1139.9 16.1 1190.2 14.4 1189.9 15.7 1190.5
28 16.6 1189.7 15.8 1190.5 15.5 1190.8 15.7 1190.6 11.7 1194.6
19 23.8 1149.9 30.6 1143.07
30 2.4 1151.8 1.8 1152.4 4.3 1150.0 6.4 1147.8 7.8 1146.4
31 2.4 1151.3 1.8 II52.4 4.3 1149.9 6.4 1147.8 7.8 1146.4
32 4.3 1158.2 4.5 1158.6 5.5 1157.5 3.5 1159.5 7.3 1155.7
33 12.6 1131.3 9.6 1134.8 9.9 1134.5 10.9 1133.5 II.9 1132.5
;.4 7.4 1126.9 6.7 1127.6 6.7 1127.7 3.! 1126.2 8.7 1125.6
J5 13.6 1110.1 6.8 1089.7
36 15.4 1114.2 14.1 1115.7 15.9 1113.7 15.9 1113.7 16.8 1112.8
37 7.0 1122.3 5.7 1123.6 5.8 1082.1 7.1 1080.9 8.2 1079.8










Municipal and Other Public Water Analyses
Alluvial Metals and Radioactivity Analyses
Private Alluvial Water Analyses
Sampling Locations for River Quality Data
Water Quality Analyses - Little Sioux and
Ocheyedan Rivers
Metals and Pesticides Analyses - Little




























































Table E-1. Municipal and Other Public Alluvial Water Analyses
Iowa Geological Survey
Tabulation of Water Analyses
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T99N R40W Sec. 8
T99N R40W Sec. 14
T99N R40W Sec. 23
T99N R40W Sec. 27
T97N R38W Sec. 13
T97N R38W Sec. 13
T97N R38W Sec. 24
T97N R38W Sec 31
T97N R37W Sec. 18
T97N R37W Sec. 20
T97N R37W Sec. 31
Table E-3. Private Alluvial Water Analyses (Source:
(Analyses In mg/l)
UHL)
Wei 1 Depth Bacteria Nitrate Iron Hardness Date
25' 16+ 25 0.2 330 11/74
18' 0 29 470 4/83
38' 16+ 160 0.1 760 7/75
27' 0 160 <.1 690 3/76
15'
o
115 0.3 400 5/80
5/80
117 <.i 380 6/80
112 <.1 370 6/80
99 <.1 360 6/80


















89 <.1 400 6/80
112 .6 460 6/80
112 1.6 450 6/80
99 1.9 470 7/80
15' 9.2 30 <.1 330 4/75
20' 0 20 <.1 420 4/75















18' 9.2 62 <.1 320 6/79
20' o 32 <.1 440 1/77
? 16+ 33 11/82
No. Location We 11 Depth Bacter1 a Nitrate 1ron Hardness Date
12 T97N R36W Sec. 0 15" 0 40 <.1 390 1/75
18' 0 14 <.1 430 6/76
12' 0 30 <.1 320 6/79
? 0 29 <.1 310 4/80
15 0 42 <.1 350 5/81
13 T97N R36W Sec. 10 15' 0 15 <.1 220 11/80
14 T97N R36W Sec. 14 15" 0 6 .4 320 3/80
15 T97N R36W Sec. 16 25' 0 <5
.1 300 4/80
16 T97N R36W Sec. 17 30» 2.2 250 <.1 410 8/80
17 T96N R37W Sec. 10 30' 0 6/81
18 T96N R37W Sec. 14 ? 0 23 6/83
19 T96N R36W Sec. 15 20' 0 <5 4/82
25' 16+ 94 .2 400 5/78
20 T96N R36W Sec. 36 20' 0 92 <.1 440 3/78




Table E-4. Sampling Locations for River Quality Data
Station 1 Little Sioux River T100N R37W Sec. 15/16
Station 2 Little Sioux River T98N R37W Sec. 11
Station 3 Little Sioux River T98N R37W Sec. 14/23
Station 4 Little Sioux River T96N R37W Sec. 14
Station 5 Ocheyedan River T96N R37W Sec. 15/16
Station 6 Ocheyedan River T96N R37W Sec. 13
Station 7 Little Sioux River T96N R36W Sec. 18
Station 8 Little Sioux River T96N R36W Sec. 16/17
Station 9 Little Sioux River T95N R36W Sec. 34/35
Station 10 Little Sioux River T93N R37W Sec. 5/6
Station 11 Little Sioux River T93N R37W Sec. 5
Station 12 Little Sioux River T94N R39W Sec. 32
Station 13 Little Sioux River T93N R39W Sec. 16/21
Station 14 Little Sioux River T92N R40W Sec. 26
Station 15 Little Sioux River T91N R40W Sec. 21/28
Station 16 Little Sioux River T90N R41W Sec. 30/31
Station 17 Little Sioux River T89N R42W Sec. 1
Station 18 Little Sioux River T87N R43W Sec. 8
Station 19 Little Sioux River T86N R44W Sec. 13/24
Station 20 Little Sioux River T85N R44W Sec. 16
109
. :._:.:..•:..-.:.,..-. \ c ..'
-
Table E-5. Water Quality Analyses—LIttIe Sioux and Ocheyedan Rivers (Source: UHL)
(All values In mg/l unless otherwise specified)














DIckInson 1 8/4/75 31.0 8.1 0.3 0.033 3.5 0.04 262 0.25 18 38 16.7 228 990 1,100
5 900
10/13/75 21.0 8.2 0.7 0.019 1.4 0.22 245 0.14 5.5 19 18.6 1120
5/24/76 27.0 8.3 0.3 0.03 1.1 0.08 266 0.14 12 22 15.4 476 890 50
•
8/14/79 18.0 7.5 1.9 1.1 0.04 162 0.24 10 3.1 3.4 460 10
DickInson 2 10/13/75 20.0 8.3 2.3 0.026 2.8 0.14 183 0.28 .16 31 21.8 600 200
.
5/24/76 20.0 8.25 1.3 0.09 1.5 0.11 215 0.13 20 40 19.2 380 720 440
8/14/79 19.0 7.9 2.6 1.5 0.04 163 0.27 12 IF; 7.1 510 1,200
D ickInson 3 8/4/75 29.0 9.05 0.7 0.27 3.1 0.01 159 1.0 27 44 22.9 248 610 1 10
i
10/13/75 20.0 8.4 0.1 0.069 2.2 0.01 247 1.2 26 67 15.6 690 4005/24/76 22.0 8.4 1.3 0.12 1.6 0.1 1 216 0.44 22 16 21.4 352 690 80
8/14/79 20.5 7.55 2.8 1.4 0.09 165 0.34 14 20 6.9 500 720
Clay 4 10/13/75 20.0 8.35 0.3 0.025 2.4 0.1 168 0.33 17 30 18.5 550 400
5/24/76 21.0 8.4 2.5 0.1 1.4 0.08 223 0.16 22 16 17.5 348 690 40
640
8/14/79 19.5 7.95 2.6 1.2 0.11 159 0.40 13 27 7.1 500
•
Clay 5 8/15/79 14.0 8.25 5.4 0.99 0.53 253 0.23 28 35 9.1
— 820 8,000
Clay 6 8/4/75 29.0 8.54 1.4 0.03 1.1 0.19 205 0.14 19 18 10.2 376 740 80010/13/75 20.5 8.25 2.3 0.035 0.71 0.02 198 0.05 18 12 12.3 700 50
1,400
5/24/76 17.0 8.05 10.0 0.08 1.2 0.09 223 0.2 23 33 10.6 484 860
Clay 7 10/13/75 20.5 8.25 1.6 0.03 1.3 0.22 198 0.17 18 22 15.0 660
5/24/76 19.0 8.1 8.2 0.08 1.4 0.08 252 0.17 23 29 11.5 446 820 1 600 <8/14/79 18.0 8.0 3.2 1.2 0.09 169 0.31 14 32 7.2 530 1,400
Nitrate Nitrite Org. Amm. Tot. Tot. Diss. Fecal/100 rCounty No. Date Temp (C°) pH(a) N N N N Alk. P CI Turb.(b) Oxyqen Hardness Conductance^0'
Clay 8 8/5/75 23.0 8.2 0.6 0.035 2.8 0.09 183 0.42 32 31 5.9 248 740 16,000
10/14/75 14.0 7.95 1.3 0.072 1.7 0.88 200 0.44 32 22 6.4 750 12,000
5/25/76 17.0 8.05 8.3 0.11 1.4 0.26 259 0.31 29 37 9.0 448 860 950
8/14/79 20.0 8.05 3.3 — — __._. 1.3 0.12 171 0.40 21 34 7.5 580 1,500
Clay 9 10/14/75 15.0 8.3 1.4 0.055 1.8 0.12 213 0.31 25 22 9.2 690 400
5/25/76 16.0 8.1 9.4 0.14 1.4 0.19 250 0.15 28 27 9.2 430 830 12,000
8/14/79 18.0 8.1 3.5 1.7 0.11 176 0.41 23 55 8.3 590 2,000
Buena Vista 10 8/14/79 18.0 8.5 4.0 1.8 0.09 186 0.42 18 65 8.2
— 600 2,500
Buena Vista 11 10/14/79 15.5 8.2 0.7 0.038 2.0 0.19 187 0.24 29 30 11.2 660 400
i—' 5/25/76 15.0 8.05 5.7 0.12 1.5 0.16 231 0.16 29 27 10.0 372 720 800
i—'
i—«
8/14/79 18.0 8.2 4.5 1.5 0.12 203 0.43 21 60 8.3 640 2,600
Clay 12 8/5/75 30.0 8.5 <0.1 0.05 2.5 0.03 162 0.29 32 53 10.6 216 630 400
10/14/75 14.5 8.25 0.7 0.03 2.2 0.06 189 0.27 26 30 11.1 670 100
5/25/76 16.0 8.2 5.5 0.95 1.7 0.05 232 0.26 30 35 10.8 368 740 920
8/14/79 18.0 8.2 5.2 2.0 0.09 227 0.45 23 60 8.4 710 3,500
Cherokee 13 10/14/75 15.5 8.4 0.6 0.03 2.3 0.05 193 0.24 24 30 13.6 660 <100
5/25/75 17.0 8.25 5.3 0.074 2.2 0.02 234 0.33 29 80 11.6 364 740 1,500
8/14/79 17.0 8.3 5.2 1.7 0.09 233 0.41 24 60 8.7 730 1,900
Cherokee 14 8/5/75 26.0 8.65 <0.1 0.007 2.6 <0.01 147 0.29 27 53 13.2 260 570 1,200
10/14/75 16.0 8.55 0.5 0.029 2.4 0.04 177 0.21 21 31 15.8 610 100
5/25/76 18.0 8.25 7.0 0.069 2.4 0.02 254 0.41 24 90 10.8 380 740 4,400
8/14/79 20.5 8.25 5.0 2.3 0.09 240 0.62 26 60 8.8 720 3,200
Cherokee 15 8/5/75 27.0 8.7 <0.1 0.007 2.6 0.19 140 0.31 26 57 16.4 258 560 1,000
1 10/14/75 18.0 8.6 0.4 0.03 2.5 0.02 160 0.32 24 36 22.6 610 <100
: 5/25/76 20.0 8.25 6.7 0.092 2.4 0.08 246 0.45 29 90 14.0 372 740 5,600
























a Measured in pH units
b Measured In turbidity unit:





























































































































































































Table E-6. Metals and Pesticides Analyses - Little Sioux and Ocheyedan Rivers (Source UHL)
(All values In mg/l unless otherwise designated)
S+atlon 2sl§ & iS £d Cr Cu Pb Hg Nl Aq Sc Zn Dleldrln<a> Atrazlne^)
1 10/15/75 — 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.06
5/24/76 <0.01 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.01
8/14/79 <0.01 <0.1 <0.001 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.02 0.008 0.43
3 5/24/76 <0.01 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.03
4 10/13/75 — 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.02 ' <0.01 0.09
5/24/76 <0.01 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.01
5 10/13/75 — <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 ~ ' 0.02 <0.01 <0.01
6 5/24/76 <0.01 0.1 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.05 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.05
7 10/14/76 -- 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 — <0.01 <0.01 0.03
8 10/14/75 ~ 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 — <0.01 <0.01 0.02
5/25/76 <0.01 0.1 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.02
8/14/79 <0.01 <0.1 <0.001 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.02 0.008 0.44
9 5/25/76 <0.01 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.02
11 10/14/75 — 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.03
12 5/25/76 <0.01 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.08
13 8/14/79 <0.01 0.1 <0.001 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.01 <0.01 <0.02 0.02 0.005 0.25
14 5/25/76 <0.01 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 0.02
8/14/79 <0.01 0.1 <0.001 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.02 0.006 0.27
15 10/14/75 -- 0.1 <0.01 - <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.02
5/25/76 <0.01 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.03
a) Concentrations In PPB
• •"• ".*•"•-:'vv •
S+atlon ^ate As Ba Cd Cr Cu Pb Hq Nl Ag Sc Zn Dleldrln(a) Atrazlne(a)
17 5/25/76 <0.01 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.02
19 10/14/75 — 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 — — 0.02 <0.01 — 0.02
8/14/79 <0.01 0.1 <0.001 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.03 0.005 0.21
20 5/25/76 0.01 0.2 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 0.01 <0.001 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.04
a) Concentrations in ^PB
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